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Policy 2020-2021 

 
 

Division of tasks 
The division of tasks within the board is as follows: 

Noor Saris - President 

Faculties:   Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences and Honours   
   Association 
Portfolios:   Alumni, Boards Activity, COVID-19 Support, National Deliberation 
Secondary portfolios: Forum for Large Associations, Interfaculty Congress, Leidsch Debat 

Niels Bosman - Secretary 
Faculties:   Faculty of Governance and Global Affairs and University of  
   Applied Sciences Leiden (secondary responsibility) 
Portfolios:   Internationalisation, Leidsch Debat, Sports Tournament,   
   Study Association Reader 
Secondary portfolios:  Contact Leiden University, Diversity, Media 

Renee Ouwerkerk - Treasurer 
Faculties:   Faculty of Medicine/LUMC and University of Applied Sciences  
   Leiden (primary responsibility) 
Portfolios:   Acquisition, GDPR, Board Career Development, Forum for Large  
   Associations 
Secondary portfolios: Boards Activity, Forum for Small Associations, Introduction Weeks  

Lena Kwakman - Commissioner Internal Relations 
Faculties:   Faculty of Archeology and Faculty of Humanities 
Portfolios: Emergency Response and First Aid Course, Diversity, Sustainability, 

Interfaculty Congress, Forum for Small Associations 
Secondary portfolios: Internationalisation, Overlap Agreement Committee, Sports 

Tournament 

Björn Muijtstege - Commissioner External Relations & Vice President 
Faculties:   Faculty of Law and Faculty of Science 
Portfolios:   Overlap Agreement Committee, Contact Leiden University,  
   Interfaculty Party, Media, Promotion Training, Introduction Weeks 
Secondary portfolios:  Acquisition, Emergency Response and First Aid Course, National 

Deliberation 
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Focus points 
The Study Association Deliberation Platform (StOP) has three specific purposes. These are 
the following points: 

Communication 
For each association, proper communication is vital. Efficient communication ensures all 
members are aware of what is going on, what activities are planned and other important 
information. In a time when physical contact is limited, decent communication is even more 
important but also more challenging. This year StOP will therefore focus mainly on online 
communication. The communication of StOP will mostly be online (newsletters and 
promotion), but the board will also try to support study associations with their own online 
communication and promotion. In addition, wherever necessary StOP will try to act as an 
intermediary in communication between study associations and the Universities about topics 
that are for example taken care of on a university-wide scale and not per faculty. Evidently, 
this will all be planned in cooperation with the Assessors Platform Leiden (Leids Assessoren 
Overleg, LAssO). Finally, StOP wants to draw all associations’ attention more actively to the 
fact that large activities that are also open for external visitors can be promoted in the StOP 
newsletter for a wider reach. 

Sharing of knowledge 
Boards often encounter complex problems when managing study associations. As an 
individual board you often know how to find solutions, but combined knowledge can often offer 
more help. The StOP board therefore wants to stimulate knowledge sharing between different 
boards. In order to support the boards, the StOP annually organizes various consultations, 
meetings and training courses on certain subjects, the necessity of which is inventoried by 
each board at the beginning of each academic year. Examples include organizing the 
meetings on acquisition, promotion and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), but 
also with fairly new meetings on more specific challenges that associations encounter such 
as internationalization, alumni affairs, sustainability and diversity. We are happy to tailor the 
specific themes to the needs of the member associations. These meetings are open to all 
members of the StOP and attendance is encouraged to ensure as much input and cooperation 
as possible. In addition, the board aims to actively use the knowledge gained and problems 
raised at these meetings in its communication and promotion of interests towards the 
delegations of the university and university of applied sciences. 

Connecting 
The focus will be on connecting member associations with each other. It is expected that, 
certainly in the time of COVID-19, they will need input from other associations and a 
relationship with other associations. The board tries to facilitate this by stimulating 
collaborations in the committees, by promoting association activities that are open to external 
parties and creating a Google calendar with various activities (the StOP and association 
activities open to external parties). Connection will also be aimed for during the various 
consultations, training courses and meetings. This is expected to go quite naturally. To further 
stimulate this, informal activities will be organized after the trainings, meetings or discussions. 
This way, many boards will be able to connect at an approachable level and it is easy to 
connect with other boards.   
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Although StOP works towards these three goals each year, every board gives their own 
interpretation to achieve them. In addition, the board has decided to continue with the fourth 
focus point of 2019-2020, Social involvement. 
 

Social involvement 
Just like last year, the board will commit to the social involvement of the study associations. 
The board will therefore elaborate on the sustainability meeting by turning it into an interactive 
workshop, so that the StOP can convey the importance of sustainability and environmental 
awareness to the study associations. Much attention will also be paid to diversity and inclusion 
through thematic training throughout the year. In addition to the workshop and training, the 
board will maintain regular contact with the university about diversity and sustainability, so that 
interesting information about this can be sent with the newsletter every quarter during the year. 
 
 

 

General policy 
 

General Assemblies 
The convocation of the general assembly is sent by the Secretary at least five working days 

before the General Assembly (GA) to the member associations. Taking into account that many 

study associations have internationalised or are in the process of doing so, the GAs will be 

held in English, as soon as someone is present who does not speak Dutch. If only Dutch-

speaking members are present, the GA’s will be held in Dutch. The policy documents will be 

made available in both English and Dutch. If the GA is held in Dutch, an English summary will 

be provided afterwards. The policy documents will only be distributed digitally for sustainability 

reasons. 

Audit Committee 
StOP has an Audit Committee consisting of two members of StOP. The members of this 

committee will be elected at the Change of Boards GA. An audit committee is installed to 

ensure the financial transparency of the StOP. The Audit Committee will check the Treasurer 

of the StOP twice a year in its activities. During this check, the budget, the balance sheet and 

all declarations of StOP board members will be checked. 

Board of Advisors 
The Board of Advisors (RvA) consists of former board members of the StOP of different years. 

Together they form the institutional memory of the StOP and they assist the current board with 

solicited and unsolicited advice. The RvA can think along about new proposals and help with 

previous experiences so that two boards do not have to go through the same issues.  
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The RvA has no voting rights or control function but is intended as an easy way for the board 

to exchange ideas informally. The board strives to organize an introduction at the beginning 

of the board year and will then maintain contact where necessary. 

Association Meetings and Assessors 
Association meetings (VerOs) are an important means of communication between the 

university, associations and StOP. The board strives to be present at all association meetings 

of the faculties. By attending the VerOs, StOP can provide information about university 

developments, learn what is going on within the study associations and gain opinions on 

certain issues. Moreover, StOP themes can be cited, such as diversity within a study 

association or the Overlap Agreement Committee. The faculty responsible on the board 

maintains contact with the relevant assessor and discusses with him or her the interests of the 

study associations at that faculty. The board strives to consult with the LAssO at the beginning 

of the year to avoid overlapping objectives and make agreements for the year. 

Contact Leiden University en Leiden University of Applied Sciences 
In order to keep the ties with Leiden University of Applied Sciences and Leiden University as 

good as possible, the board will maintain contact with them. These contacts are there to 

represent the member associations and promote their interests, but also to be able to pass on 

issues from the two educational institutions to the associations. 

 

The Treasurer will primarily maintain contact with Ms Jonas Westhoek of the University of 

Applied Sciences. The Commissioner External Affairs will primarily maintain contact with 

Jeroen 't Hart of Student and Educational Affairs of Leiden University. The Secretary will act 

as a secondary contact person for both Leiden University and the University of Applied 

Sciences. 

Email 
From this year onwards, StOP will use an own domain via GSuite. This means the board will 
continue to work with Gmail, but does have email addresses that end with @stopleiden.nl. 
Since an email address through Plexus was not a possibility and through a faculty not 
desirable, this was chosen as the best option. 

Interfaculty activities 
All interfaculty activities initiated by the StOP are listed in the annual plan, and will be stated 
in the convocate of the GA. Also a  Google calendar will be created in which these activities 
can be found for all member associations. This agenda will also contain activities that are 
organized by member associations and that are open to external parties. Participation in the 
organization of the Leidsch Debat and the Interfaculty Party is free of charge. This year it was 
decided to request a contribution for participation in the organization of the Interfaculty 
Congress. For more information about this, see the heading Interfaculty Congress. 
Participation in the organization of the Interfaculty Congress and the Leidsch Debate are open 
to all member associations. The composition of these committees will consider the diversity in 
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faculties and the motivation of the member. It has been decided to compose the committees 
from board members of member associations. This choice was made in order to have 
someone partake in a meeting and be able to commit to something on behalf of their 
association. A committee member is unfortunately not able to make such decisions, and the 
board wants to ensure that the commitments made are carried by the board of the 
associations. The board certainly sees the advantages of non-board members partaking in 
committees, but believes that the course of events within a committee will be delayed. 
 

Bank account 
The Treasurer will be looking at the options for a less expensive bank account. The costs for 

the current bank account are relatively high. In case of a less expensive option, the Treasurer 

will gather information on changing banks. 

StOP-cup 
This year the board will award another StOP cup. This healthy competition between boards 
ensures greater connection and involvement, which is what the StOP absolutely strives for. 
The winner of the StOP cup is ultimately determined by the points that the boards collect 
throughout the year. The board with the most points wins the StOP cup. The StOP board is 
responsible for keeping track of the points, but it is of course helpful if the study associations 
give the board a hand in this by emailing  when they are eligible for points. The StOP cup will 
eventually be awarded at the General Assembly: Change of the board. 

Below is a representation of the points distribution: 

Activity Number of points 

Presence at Constitution Drinks +1 point per boardmember (max. +4) 

Joining drinks after the GA +2 points 

Visiting an activity from StOP or 
other associations 

+2 points multiple general members of an 
association 
+3 points delegation of board 
+5 points complete board 

Absence at a GA -2 points at cancellation 
-5 points without cancellation 
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Social media +2 points spreading promotion posts by non 
StOP committee members 

Board recruitment +3 points delivering an applicant 

Organising activities with other 
associations 

+3 points per association 

Organising a StOP-activity +3 points 

Being first with transferring 
contribution 

+2 points 

Other To be determined by the Board. 

 

 

 

Portfolios 
Now follows an overview of all portfolios, accompanied by the policy plans for 2020-2021. 

The portfolios are in the alphabetical order of their Dutch names. 

Acquisition 
The exchange of information on acquisition has been proven to be useful in the past years. 

StOP wants to continue making this exchange possible. This year, StOP is planning to 

organise an acquisition training with a professional, who can give information on relevant 

subjects. StOP will be looking at a contract format. This format can be used as a starting point 

for contracts made by associations.   

Alumni  
The aim of this portfolio is to make it easier for associations to come and stay in touch with 

alumni. The aim is to organize both a meeting and a training for associations with a view to 

how they can involve alumni. The aim is to organize the meeting in the first semester, as this 

can relatively easily become an online meeting. Before, but again during the meeting, it will be 
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examined what the associations need, whether tips can already be exchanged between them 

and what StOP can contribute to this. Before the training, which is expected to take place after 

the meeting, it will be assessed what the associations need. During the training, the aim is to 

raise issues such as approaching alumni, how alumni can best be involved in the associations 

and what the added value of alumni is. Before the training, it will be examined whether an 

external party can be engaged to inform these subjects in a substantiated manner. 

General Data Protection Regulation 
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been enforced since 25 May 2018. This 

law influences the way in which associations handle personal data. This year, the focus 

regarding GDPR will be on drawing up a Data Processing Agreement (DPA) between the 

associations and Leiden University. As well as communicating the wishes of the associations 

of Leiden University of Applied Sciences regarding GDPR to Leiden University of Applied 

Sciences. In addition, a training will be planned, in which the focus will be on knowledge 

sharing. The aim is to invite a speaker, who can provide the necessary information and answer 

questions. 

Boards activity 
The activity for the boards will become an informal activity to connect boards of associations. 

By bringing associations into contact, the aim is to increase the chance of collaboration and 

knowledge sharing between boards. An activity will be considered where the boards can make 

contact in a calm manner and whether a party can be organized afterwards. 

Board career development 
This year, StOP wants to do research on possibilities to let board members get the best 

development out of their board year. This relates to personal and professional growth, and the 

development of skills. This year, StOP will map out opportunities for development and bring 

this to the attention of the member associations. 

Emergency Response and First Aid course 
The emergency response course this year will be organized again at the end of the academic 

year. In recent years, StOP has played a facilitating role in this by forwarding the available 

data to the associations and compiling a list with names to send to the contact person of the 

university. However, it has become apparent last year that there is a fixed list of the available 

places per study association. This year, the board will therefore adhere to this permanent list, 

and only have the associations that do not have a fixed place on this list send a motivation for 

the places that are left. In this way the board can immediately gauge whether there is more 

demand than supply so that we can take this into account in the future. 

Because of COVID-19, the prospective boards of study associations have only received an 

online emergency response course, which means that the prospective board members have 

not been able to obtain a full emergency response certificate. The board will look into the 
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possibility of offering a safe physical course with the contact person of the university. This year 

the board will also look further into the possibilities of a first aid course for board members. 

Contact with the Student Desk of the Red Cross will be continued for this. 

Overlap Agreement Committee 
StOP will also take place in the meetings for the Overlap Agreement Committee this year. The 

following parties take place in this committee: a representative of the Executive Board (CvB), 

the Study Advisors' Consultation (STAP), the Local Chamber of Associations (PKvV), the 

Study Associations Deliberation Platform (StOP), the EL CID / Vademecum committee and as 

audience a member of the Leiden Assessors Consultation (LAssO). In this, StOP stands up 

for the interests of the study associations and focuses mainly on the first-year days and 

weekends. This year, attention will also be paid to the agreements made regarding the overlap 

between the first-year weekends of the study associations and Quintus' VAP activity. The aim 

is to ensure that these no longer overlap, so that study associations and Quintus are no longer 

in each other's way. To achieve this it is important to make clear agreements with Quintus at 

an early stage, but at the same time it is important to ensure that all study associations also 

adhere to the agreements of the Overlap Committee. StOP will endeavour to ensure that the 

agreements are better known and are both tangible and clear to the study associations. 

Diversity 
Diversity and inclusivity are major challenges for many associations, but that makes it all the 
more important. The aim of the university is to make underrepresented groups within the 
university feel welcome. Study associations play a large part in this, as the associations are 
directly involved in the student experience of students from all kinds of different backgrounds. 
The University's Student and Educational Affairs Department has therefore joined forces with 
StOP for the past three years to organize a diversity training. Last year it was decided to 
organize three training courses throughout the year instead of one large one, in order to 
sharpen the content and increase relevance. The board wants to continue this in the coming 
year, whereby the three training courses will also have different themes. 

Sustainability 
Last year the first sustainability meeting was organized. Since sustainability is an important 

theme and the university is also committed to this, the board wants to continue its focus on 

sustainability. However, the board wants to increase involvement by making the meeting an 

interactive workshop in collaboration with the Leiden University Green Office (LUGO), where 

in addition to sharing the experiences of study associations, there is also room for sharing 

information and the importance of sustainability in associations. This way, the board hopes 

that associations will get good tools to make their association more sustainable. 

Forum for Large Associations (GroVer) 
StOP wants to continue the Forum for Large Associations (GrOver) this year. This forum is 

intended for large associations with approximately 1000 or more members. The associations 
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that fall under this are L.P.S.V. Aesculapius, BASIS, B.I.L., De Leidsche Flesch, J.F.V. Grotius, 

HSVL, Labyrint, MFLS, SPIL and Emile. During the discussions with this forum, topics will be 

discussed that are considered useful by the associations. The topics that recur in the portfolios 

of the StOP Board can also be discussed in these discussions. The aim is to hold four 

meetings this year. 

Interfaculty Congress 
Unfortunately, the Interfaculty Congress was cancelled last year for several reasons. Two of 

the main reasons have presumably been the lack of a theme and promotion. For these 

reasons, the board will choose this year to give the Interfaculty Congress a theme again, that 

is broad enough so that it appeals to several, if not all, faculties. By announcing the theme 

early in the year, the committee can start promotion before speakers have been confirmed. 

This gives the committee more time to draw attention to Congress. Because good promotion 

is of the utmost importance to a successful Congress, the board will choose to make one 

specific committee member responsible for the promotion, rather than having it arranged by 

third parties. This way, the committee itself has more control over promotion and this will 

improve efficiency. In addition, the board will strive to increase the awareness of the 

Interfaculty Congress by means of the following two strategies: choosing a fixed annual date 

for the Congress so that it can always be taken into account in the annual plans of boards in 

the coming years, and creating a separate Facebook and Instagram page that can be used 

annually. 

Interfaculty Party 
The Interfaculty Party (InFaFe) is an event that is organized in a collaboration between eight 

associations and StOP. The organization of the InFaFe originally started with six member 

associations. A few years ago, StOP joined this. It is important to know that this committee 

does not fall under StOP, such as the Interfaculty Congress or the Leidsch Debate. StOP only 

facilitates and often chairs the meetings. The concept has been a success for a number of 

years and since last year two new associations have joined. The associations that are part of 

the organization are: Aesculapius, B.I.L., CoDe, Grotius, HSVL, Labyrint, M.F.L.S. and SPIL. 

Internationalisation 
This year, StOP intends to further expand the portfolio of internationalisation. A key concept 
in this will be ‘inventory’, both of what international students want and expect from study 
associations, as of what the problems and challenges are those associations encounter. In 
order to get an overview of what international students want that is as complete as possible, 
StOP will investigate whether this information can be obtained through university means and 
not through the associations themselves, as that would stir the risk of a one-sided picture. This 
knowledge can then be used for the sharing of knowledge. In addition to the 
internationalisation meetings of last year, during which a training was given for associations 
who are internationalising, this year the aim will be to stimulate knowledge sharing among the 
associations themselves. Through individual meetings with the associations, StOP hopes to 
get a picture of what aspects of internationalisation are challenging or what aspects are 
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actually going well, and based on that knowledge encourage boards to get in contact and help 
each other. Finally, the aim is to use this knowledge to talk to the university and hopefully ease 
internationalisation for associations. 

Introduction weeks 
This year, StOP wants to promote the interests of study associations during the various 

introduction weeks in Leiden and The Hague. It wants to achieve this by discussing various 

topics, such as promotion opportunities and activities during the introduction weeks, with the 

parties involved and, where necessary, taking on a coordinating role. In addition, the board 

strives to play a facilitating role in organizing an activity for and by study associations during 

the EL CID week. 

 

The Commissioner External Affairs and Treasurer will keep in close contact with the EL CID / 

Vademecum Committee, the board of the Orientation Week Leiden (OWL) and the board of 

The Hague Orientation Program (HOP). 

Forum for Small Associations (KleVer) 
Since the Forum for Small Associations, a forum for study associations with less than 1000 

members, was a success last year, the board will continue organizing this next year. This 

forum will be accessible to all associations that can find themselves with problems that small 

associations are facing. The board will make this clear during the introductory meetings with 

the associations. Furthermore, the agenda items will mainly consist of items submitted by the 

associations themselves. The topics that recur in the portfolios of the StOP board can also be 

discussed in this consultation. 

National Deliberation 
Within the National Deliberation portfolio, the board will look at establishing contact with 

deliberation platforms for study associations from other student cities. The focus here will 

mainly be on Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Delft, as a number of minors can be taken in these 

cities by students from Leiden University and these cities are easy to travel from Leiden and 

The Hague. This goal has been chosen with a view to broadening knowledge about study 

associations for StOP. It will be examined whether a sister network can be set up, so that there 

is room for broadening knowledge for StOP board members. This goal has the added value 

for StOP that it is possible to critically examine whether there are areas for improvement within 

the association. Contribution from other consultation platforms for study associations can shed 

a new light at practical issues that the StOP board may be facing. 

Leidsch Debat 
Just like previous years, StOP will work with the study associations to organise the Leidsch 
Debat. Since there national elections in 2021, it would be extra interesting to invite prominent 
politicians as speakers. Although StOP will take on a leading role within the committee, the 
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committee members will get plenty of room for the organisation and content of the event. As 
is customary, SPIL will take the initiative together with StOP. 

Media 
The media of StOP consists of internal communication and external communication. The 

internal communication of StOP takes place via the monthly newsletter. External 

communication mainly takes place via the website and social media.  

Monthly newsletter 

The Secretary sends a newsletter to the members every month, with the exception of the 

summer months. The purpose of this newsletter is to keep the member associations informed 

of the activities of  StOP and important information relevant to study associations is shared. In 

addition, the newsletter is the opportunity for member associations to promote open activities 

among other associations. Member associations can pass these activities on to the Secretary. 

Website  

The aim is to improve the website even more in the coming year. In recent years, a lot of hard 

work has been done on the website and the focus this year will therefore be on updating and 

building on these improvements. First of all, the board wants to pay attention to the visual and 

technical problems that the website has. In addition, minor improvements will be made and 

more information will be shared about the interfaculty activities organised by StOP, for 

example through reports. In addition, this year the possibility of integrating a digital calendar 

into the website will be re-examined. Finally, the board strives to improve the mobile version 

of the website. The Secretary and Commissioner External Affairs will be jointly responsible for 

the website.  

Social Media 

StOP manages different types of social media: Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn. In the 

coming year, the board wants to actively manage these various sites by promoting its own 

activities, but also opening this space to promote open activities of other study associations. 

The board strives to use LinkedIn more actively by posting reports of activities and contacting 

study associations. Instagram will also be used more actively, for example by providing photos 

and atmospheric impressions of StOP activities. The Commissioner External Affairs will 

assume responsibility for social media. 

COVID-19 support 
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the form of introduction weeks, education and social 

life dramatically. As a result, it is likely that study associations will have to adjust their regular 

recruitment techniques, committee composition and activities. Many questions will arise and 

a platform where these difficulties can be discussed exclusively will be of enormous added 

value. The aim will be to organize several theme meetings, in which, for example, 1.5m 

activities will be discussed, how applications will take place, how things will travel, etc. During 
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the VerOs and the introductory meetings, it will be assessed what study associations need 

and how StOP can help. The University, the University of Applied Sciences and LassO will be 

consulted on such activities. 

Promotion training 
Last year, a promotion meeting was organized where all members of  StOP were welcome to 

share their knowledge and experience about promotion channels and how to reach the 

members. The StOP board would like to continue the line of last year by bringing boards, 

mainly promotion portfolio holders, of the various member associations together to share 

experiences and information in the field of promotion. The aim is to have as many portfolio 

holders as possible participate in the meeting. In this way, not only chairmen of study 

associations come into contact with StOP, but also other board members. The objective is to 

offer an interactive meeting at the beginning of the academic year in which the opportunity for 

discussion and knowledge sharing between associations is offered. At the end of the academic 

year, an attempt is made to organize a training, which is mainly aimed at the new candidate 

and f.t. boards. The exact focus of the training will be further determined in consultation with 

the member associations. Possible topics could include the use of social media and the 

website, designing promotional material, drawing up a promotional plan and reaching the 

correct target group. 

Sports Tournament 
After a successful sports tournament in 2018-2019, StOP wants to organise a sports 
tournament again this year. This tournament will be open for both boards as well as members 
of all member associations. The tournament will be held towards the end of the academic year 
and the board is looking into what sports could be part of the tournament. 

Study Association Reader 
The study association reader contains information about all associations that are a member 
of StOP. The aim is to improve connections among boards and encourage cooperation. This 
year it will contain more information that could help associations determine more easily with 
which other associations they can work or consult (this would include size of the association, 
acquisition target, presence of international students, etc.). The board will also look into the 
possibility of turning the reader into an online platform, on which every association would have 
a page that contains the information that is usually in the reader. 
In de studieverenigingengids staat informatie over alle verenigingen die lid zijn van het StOP.  
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Budget 
 
 

 

Revenues  

Budget 
2019-2020 

Re-budget 
2019-2020 

Realisation 
2019-2020 

Budget 
2020-
2021 

General      

 Membership Fee € 550 € 580 € 560 € 560 

 

Leiden University 
(SOZ) € 500 € 500 € 500 € 500 

 

University of Applied 
Science Leiden € 250 € 250 € 250 € 250 

      
Activities      

 Board Activity  € 1.000 € 1.000  

 Sports Tournament € 35 € 35  € 35 

      
Other      

 

Reservation 2020-
2021    € 471,67 

Total   € 1.335 € 2.365 € 2.310 
€ 

1.816,67 

      
Expenditures      
Associations Costs      

 G.A.    € 50 

 Website € 150 € 150 € 141,57 € 150 

 E-mail Address € 25 € 25   

 Office Costs € 10 € 10  € 10 

 Representation Costs € 100 € 100 € 145,70 € 100 

 Bank Costs € 140 € 140 € 155,54 € 140 

 Subtotal € 425 € 425 € 442,81 € 450 

      
Activities      

 Board Activity € 140 € 1.141,30 € 1.141,30 € 160 

 Board Interest Drinks € 120 € 120  € 120 

 Drinks for Boards € 100 € 100 € 44,48 € 100 

 Interfaculty Congress € 120 € 120  € 240 

 Leidsch Debate € 100 € 100  € 250 

 Theme Evenings € 110 € 120 € 29,49 € 200 

 Sporting Tournament € 145 € 163,70  € 145 

 Introduction Weeks    € 50 

 Subtotal € 835 € 1.865 € 1.215,27 € 1.265 
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Other      

 Contingencies € 75 € 75 € 30,25 € 101,67 

 Subtotal € 75 € 75 € 30,25 € 101,67 

      
Consequences 
Coronavirus      

 Increasing Equity   € 150  

 

Reservation 2020-
2021   € 471,67  

 Subtotal   € 621,67  

Total   € 1.335 € 2.365 € 2.310 
€ 

1.816,67 

      
Budget Surplus  0 0 0 0 

 

 

Specification 
A number of changes have been made to the budget compared to last year. When an increase 

or decrease of an item is discussed, this will refer to an increase or decrease compared to the 

past year. If the item is unchanged from the previous year, it will not be mentioned in the 

specification. 

Revenues 

 

General 

The contribution is estimated from the number of current members of the StOP. There are 56 

member associations that all pay € 10, which comes to € 560 on the Membership Fee item. 

 

Activities 

The income from the Boards Activity item is still unknown, because the details of this activity 

are not yet known. 

 

Other 

The item Reservation 2020-2021 consists of the money that was not spent in the past year as 

a result of the corona crisis. This item amounts to € 471,67. 

Expenditures 

 

Association fees 

This year the item GA is added. This item amounts to € 50. Its intended use is to provide an 

informal meeting after the General Assembly, or for any location costs. Normally, there are no 
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location costs due to the use of rooms within the university. It is unclear whether this will be 

possible this year because of the corona crisis. No costs are expected for an E-mail address, 

this item therefore amounts to € 0. 

 

Activities 

The money from the Reservation 2020-2021 item is mostly spent on the activities of the StOP. 

For example, the subsidy from StOP for the Boards Activity amounts to € 160 this year. This 

item has been raised slightly to provide some extra for the Boards. 

 

The budget for the Interfaculty Congress has been doubled this year to € 240. The budget for 

the Leidsch Debat has been increased by € 150, this item now amounts to € 250. With these 

changes, StOP hopes to make these activities bigger and better this year. 

 

The item for the Theme Evenings has been increased to € 200. As mentioned under the item 

GA it is unclear whether it is possible to use rooms at the university because of the corona 

crisis. Any location costs can be paid from this item. This also provides space to finance an 

informal meeting following the trainings, meetings or discussions. 

 

The Introduction Weeks item has been added to the budget and amounts to € 50. With this 

money, StOP can contribute to an activity for study associations in the EL CID. This money 

can also be used to contribute to the promotion of study associations during the introduction 

weeks in another way. 

 

Other 

The Contingencies item has been increased to € 101,67. This year, the corona crisis may 

increase unexpected costs. These costs can be covered by increasing this item. 


